
Discover the Stunning East Yorkshire Coast
To Bronte Country - Your Ultimate 2016 Great
Britain Travel Guide!
Are you seeking an adventure that combines the beauty of the East Yorkshire
coast with the enchantment of Bronte Country? Look no further! In this
comprehensive 2016 travel guide, we will take you on a mesmerizing journey
through the picturesque landscapes and rich cultural heritage of this incredible
region in Great Britain.

The East Yorkshire Coast - A Hidden Gem

The East Yorkshire coast is a hidden gem that boasts breathtaking natural beauty
and charming seaside towns. From rugged cliffs to golden sandy beaches, this
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coastal stretch offers something for everyone. Whether you're a nature lover, a
history enthusiast, or simply seeking relaxation, this region has it all.

‘Choice Visits: East Yorkshire Coast to Bronte
Country’, a 2016 Great Britain travel guide (Choice
Guides to Yorkshire Book 5)
by Charles Patmore (Kindle Edition)
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The expansive coastline provides ample opportunities for outdoor activities such
as hiking, cycling, and birdwatching. Start your journey in the coastal town of
Bridlington, known for its idyllic beaches and iconic harbor. Climb the cliffs of
Flamborough Head for panoramic views of the North Sea, or explore the
charming village of Hornsea with its picturesque seafront and renowned pottery.

Further north, you'll encounter the unique coastal landscapes of Spurn Point and
the nature reserves of Kilnsea. These areas are a haven for birdwatchers, as they
provide feeding grounds for migratory birds. Marvel at the vast variety of bird
species and immerse yourself in the tranquility of nature - an experience you
won't soon forget.

Immerse Yourself in Bronte Country

FREE
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Leaving the coast behind, immerse yourself in the captivating world of Bronte
Country. This literary landscape inspired the works of the Bronte sisters -
Charlotte, Emily, and Anne. Embark on a journey to Haworth, the heart of Bronte
Country, and discover the places that influenced their literary masterpieces.

Visit the Bronte Parsonage Museum, their former home, and gain insight into their
lives and works. Explore the moorland surrounding Haworth, just as the Bronte
sisters did, and let the rugged beauty captivate your soul. Wander through the
quaint village streets and lose yourself in the charm of the past.

Don't miss the opportunity to visit Top Withens, the isolated farmhouse believed
to have inspired Wuthering Heights. Let your imagination run wild as you stand in
the same location that ignited the Bronte sisters' creativity.
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Great Britain Travel Guide Choice for 2016

Why choose East Yorkshire Coast To Bronte Country for your Great Britain travel
adventure in 2016? Firstly, it offers a unique blend of stunning natural landscapes
and literary history, offering an experience like no other. The untouched beauty of
the coast combined with the literary charm of Bronte Country makes this region a
truly captivating destination.

Additionally, East Yorkshire Coast To Bronte Country provides a wealth of
accommodation options, from cozy seaside cottages to luxurious hotels, ensuring
there is something to suit every traveler's preference. Sample delicious local
cuisine in the region's charming restaurants, showcasing the finest Yorkshire
produce and flavors.

With its easy access from major cities and its proximity to other popular tourist
destinations, East Yorkshire Coast To Bronte Country is an ideal choice for those
seeking a memorable travel experience. Whether you're a literary enthusiast, a
nature lover, or simply someone in search of tranquility, this region has it all.

East Yorkshire Coast To Bronte Country is a hidden gem that offers a perfect
escape from the hustle and bustle of everyday life. Immerse yourself in the
stunning landscapes, embrace the rich literary history, and create unforgettable
memories along the way.

Plan your 2016 Great Britain travel adventure today and discover the magic of
East Yorkshire Coast To Bronte Country. You won't be disappointed!

‘Choice Visits: East Yorkshire Coast to Bronte
Country’, a 2016 Great Britain travel guide (Choice
Guides to Yorkshire Book 5)
by Charles Patmore (Kindle Edition)
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This book is a guide to varied and delightful places to visit across a swathe of
central Yorkshire. It starts with the sea cliffs and seabird sanctuary at
Flamborough and ends at the moorland home of the Brontë sisters in West
Yorkshire. All visits are feasible as day trips from York or Leeds - and mostly by
public transport.

The book includes:
·A boat trip to a sea cave and a puffin sanctuary.
·A very thorough guide to the cliff paths, coves and beaches of the Flamborough
Headland.
·Stately homes like Burton Agnes, Sledmere, Burton Constable and Harewood –
including some gardens designed with a sense of humour!
·For rainy days, a thorough guide to Hull’s many free museums and its giant
aquarium. Or a tour of the RAF underground nuclear war command post at
Holmpton.
·Many free indoor attractions which could suit children. Museums about arms and
armour, photography and television, historic transport, seafaring, and Roman
Britain. And a trip down a coal mine!
·A tour through the Yorkshire Wolds - David Hockney country.

FREE
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·For lovers of modern sculpture, the Yorkshire Sculpture Park and Wakefield’s
new Hepworth gallery.
·For lovers of literature, both the Brontë sisters' home and their favourite walking
place on the moors.

A very detailed content list is in the Kindle free sample. All descriptions come from
visits by the author. Information on transport, admission costs and opening times.
Links to local services for finding overnight accommodation. The maps were
designed for visibility on the Kindle.

This is a 2016 expanded edition of a book originally published in May 2012.
Some extra destinations have been added, alongside updating of practical visitor
information for 2016.

FOUR STANDARD SIZE E-BOOKS OR ONE HUGE ONE
This book is a section of a very large Kindle guidebook ‘Choice Visits in Yorkshire
and York’, which covers the Yorkshire Dales, Moors, Coast and Wolds, West
Yorkshire and the City of York. Sections of this book, which has Five Star reviews,
are also sold as four shorter books:
·‘Choice Guide to York’
·‘Choice Visits: Yorkshire Dales’
·‘Choice Visits: Yorkshire Moors and north Coast’
·‘Choice Visits: East Yorkshire Coast to Brontë Country’
The full-length book,‘Choice Visits in Yorkshire and York’, contains these four
shorter books at a much lower price than buying all these books separately. It
also includes a descriptive calendar of Yorkshire events, historical and practical
information for overseas visitors, and some helpful ‘search’ features not present
in the four shorter books. See the large free sample of the full-length book:
www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B007P269ZQ



An Unforgettable Encounter with the Australia
Supernova and Flood: Steve Geller Shares His
Experience
Have you ever imagined witnessing a phenomena that can only be
described as out-of-this-world? Picture this - the vast Australian
landscape suddenly lit up with an explosion...

Secondhand Slice Jake Maddox Sports Stories
- Unleashing the Thrill of Sports Fiction!
Sports have always had an incredible ability to bring people together,
igniting a spark of passion and excitement. Whether you're a fan or a
player, the thrill of...

"Unbelievable Transformation: Delilah the
Dachshund Finds New Hope and a Loving
Home"
It is a heartwarming story that proves how love and compassion can
change an animal's life for the better. Delilah, a charming Dachshund,
has recently...

Unforgettable Tales from Holland, Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia, and Prussia
Join us on a remarkable journey through the picturesque landscapes of
Holland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Russia, and Prussia in this
exclusive travel journal....
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The Mind-Boggling Creativity of Innovative
Firms From Japan
Japan has long been known as a powerhouse for innovation and
creativity. From cutting-edge technology to awe-inspiring design,
Japanese firms continue to push the boundaries...

Mix And Measure Can Read Level: Unlocking
the Secrets of Baking Precision
Have you ever wondered why some bakers achieve consistently
scrumptious results while others struggle? The answer lies in the mix and
measure can read level...

Under My Skin The Immortality Strain:
Unraveling the Secrets of Eternal Life
Ever since humanity became aware of its own mortality, the search for
eternal life has been one of our greatest obsessions. Countless myths
and...

Rough Ride To Runnymede - An Epic
Adventure to Discover the Magna Carta
The Magna Carta, an influential document that shaped the course of
history, holds significant importance even today. Known as the Great
Charter, it was...
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